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ABSTRACT 
A rule based system developed for vibration oriented diag­
nosi s  of turbomachinery for fault i dentification and for predic­
tive maintenance i s  described. The system i s  i mplemented in  a 
P C  based P ROLOG envi ronment, with the Dempster Shafer 
theory of belief functions utilized for evidential support of 
hypotheses. The direct uses of PROLOG for knowledge rep­
resentation,  rule i nterpretation,  control strategy, and user in­
teraction are described. 
The vibration f ault diagnosi s  system i s  considered to be one 
component of a comprehensive system f or turbomachinery. The 
framework of thi s comprehensive system comprises hierarchical 
levels of generic  rules (surface knowledge) and g eneric  analyti -
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cal simulation models (deep knowledge). The root level i ncludes  
the surface and deep knowledge for vibration , bearings , lubri ­
cants , seals , gears and coupli ngs , and mechanicaVmetallurgical 
aspects of f ault detection. Another level comprises the generic  
but specific  knowledge base for  various categories of turboma­
chinery, i.e. , pumps , compressors , turbi nes , engines. The third 
level i ncludes the installation specific  rule s ,  maintenance , re­
pair, and troubleshooting logs , and other specific usage experi ­
ences. I t  i s  shown that each component of the comprehensive 
system can be viewed as a di sti nct expert system which can be 
developed and utilized independently of the other subsystems 
while the comprehensi ve system is evolved over a period of 
time. 
INTRODUCTION 
The process of diagnosing faults in turbomachinery is a multi ­
faceted process. Thi s process includes the u s e  and consideration 
of such factors as (i ) the experi ence knowledge base acquired 
from varied sources ,  e.g. , the repair manuals , troubleshooting 
handbooks , experienced consultants and local plant personnel , 
(ii ) deci sions on further exploratory test/analysi s of subsystems 
to progressively narrow down the possible causes , and (iii) analy­
si s and interpretation of sensor data, all augmented by the local 
perceptions of the plant personnel responsible for maintenance 
and repair of the specific turbo machine. The offiine trouble­
shooting and preventive maintenance are the traditional approaches; 
however, the evolution of these offiine methods toward an on­
line system which can serve as a predictive maintenance system 
in  a significantly broader role than the traditional threshold 
based online alarms is a desi rable goal. The application domain  
of both the offiine and the online diagnostic  systems fo r  turbo ma­
chinery includes the power generation systems , the chemical 
and proces s  applications , a vari ety of vehi cular power plants , 
sewage/water treat!ll�nt f acili ti e s ,  minerals processing applica­
tions , manufacturing equipment, and others. 
Over the past four years , the conceptual framework and a re­
search prototype of a comprehensive system for turbo machi nery 
fault diagnosi s has been developed at the Rotating Machi nery 
and Controls (ROMAC) Laboratory of the Uni versity of Virgi ni a. 
The research prototype ,  called ROMEX (Rotating Machi nery 
Expert System) , is conti nually and progres si vely updated to re­
flect the current status of the research i nto the evolving 
fr amework f or the specificati on of the comprehensive system. 
Comments , suggestions , and validation experiences of the 
RO MAC i ndustrial partners are i ncorporated in the evolution of 
the specifications f or the system and in  the ROM EX prototype. 
The i ndustrial partners of RO M AC current ly number about 50 
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ind ustrial companie s  including turbomachinery manufacturers ,  
pump manuf acturers ,  and the users of turbo machinery f rom the 
utili ties and the proces s  industries. ROM EX serve s as a testbed 
for the conceptual fr amework and provide s  a vehicle for the val­
idation of the concept s  in actual industrial settings. The curre nt 
status of both , the conceptual fr amework and ROM EX, are de­
scribed herein. 
COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
An overall concept of a comprehensive diagnostics/mainte ­
nance system f or turbomachinery is shown in  Figure 1. It  is rec­
ognized  that the d iagnostic procedure s ,  includ ing the heuristic 
rule s  and the analytical/experimental modelling technique s ,  can 
be to a large degree broadly applicable to many types of rotating 
machinery if the f ocus is on such problems as misalignment ,  
loosene s s ,  unbalance , improper meshing of gears , cracks , and 
re sonance. This generic syste m  can be at the root of a hierarchi­
cal syste m  of diagnostics subsystems. A relatively smaller set of 
specific (but still generic) rule base and the associated modell ing 
sche me s  can be utilized for the process  specific e quipme nt such 
as a pump, a turbine , or a compressor. Another set of specific 
(but sti ll generic) rule base and the associated modelling 
schemes can be directed to components such as ind uction 
motors, synchronou s  motors, pivoted pad fluid fi lm bearings , 
specific seal configurations , and other compone nts. Such a com­
ponent oriented view of a d iagnostic system has resulted in a 
generic diagnostic system for manufacturing equipment [ 1]. 
Similarly, the installation specific rule base and the associated 
database repre se nt t he relatively more specific information. 
Thus ,  the f ollowing hierarchy of genericity and, thus ,  a progres ­
sively expanding specificity is possible in  a turbomachinery d iag­
nostic syste m :  
GENERIC RULES (HEURISTICS) 
- VIBRATION 
- BEARINGS 
• LUBRICANT 
- SEALS 
· JIOTOR, ELECTRICAL 
- DRIVE (GEARS, BELTS) 
- COUPLINGS 
• IIECBANICAL JIETALLURGICAL 
ANALmCAL JIODELS (DEEP KNOWLEDGE) 
• BEARING ANALYSIS 
- LUBRICANT FLOII ANALYSIS 
- FLUID FLDII ANALYSIS 
- VIBRATION ANALYSIS (i.e., 
CRITICAL SPEEDS, ll£SDNANCE) 
- SEAL ANALYSIS 
• CRACK INITIATION/ 
PROPAGATION ANALYSIS 
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of a Comprehensive Diagnos­
tics System for Turbomachinery. 
• Most Generic: Rules and models applicable to a broad class 
of rotating machinery; in many ways ,  these generic rule s  concep­
tually parallel the generic algorithms f or such analytical tasks as 
rotordynamic analysis which can be applie d  to a broad class of 
rotating machinery. 
• Generic/Specific to Process: Rule s  and models , w hile still 
generic , but specific for the proces s  application such as pumps , 
compressors , turbi ne s ,  fans ,  e ngine s ,  etc. For e xample , per­
formance related rules  and models , and vibration excita tions 
from aero/hydraulic forces w ould be specifically related to the 
specific process  but generic enough for the entire class of process. 
• Installation Specific Rules and Database: These involve the 
most specific rule s  and database , i.e. , specific to the plagued 
bearing, for example. The historical use ,  repair, and mainte ­
nance data f o r  the specific installation would be a part of this 
database. 
Symptom-Cause Relationships 
As indicated in Figure 1, the proces s  of fault diagnosis in 
turbomachinery involve s  the interchangeable domains of symp­
toms and causes which manifest themselves as , for example , the 
v ibratory behavior of the machine , the bearing perf ormance 
such as the bearing temperature or power  los s ,  lubricant data 
and contamination , seal behavior, and mechanical/ metallurgi­
cal observations of the components. The "symptoms" are those 
behavioral parameters which can be measured , analyzed ,  ob­
served ,  or felt f rom the machine while the probable "cause s" are 
inferred from these symptoms. The basic characteristics of these 
symptom-cause relationships are complicated by the f ollowing:  
• There may be a number of symptoms about which the mainte­
nance personnel  would be uncertain because of incomplete/ 
uncertain inform ation from sensors; 
• Different problems may have the same symptoms and also 
different symptoms may result f rom the same problem; 
• The relationships form a hierarchical structure , requiring a 
progressively narrowing down search proce dure as more evi­
dence of symptoms-causes is generated. 
As an illustration ,  the symptom of high "one per REV" (i.e. , 
synchronous with rotor speed) vibration in a radial direction 
would point to the generic proble m  of unbalance. Unbalance in 
an operating machine can be caused by a variety of cause s  in­
cluding a possible loss of a part, rotor bow, or a buildup on a rotat­
ing e lement. Each of the se causes is quite different and, once 
identified correctly, require s  a different search strategy. The 
d iagnostic task can , thus ,  be divided into two major steps. The 
first step involves the d iagnosis of a generic proble m  and the sec­
ond step is the refinement and the progre ssive narrowing down 
from the preliminary d iagnosis of the first step. This hierarchical 
structure for the first two levels i s  illustrated in Figure 2 f or vi­
bration based d iagnostics of compre ssors. 
Uncertainties in Data and Inexact Rules 
The diagnostic system must be able to handle uncertaintie s  
in  the data along with the varying degree of belief s in the various 
cause -symptom relationships e stablished  f rom a number of 
sources. Further, the assignment of higher or lower  prob­
abilitie s  to specific problem cause s ,  as appropriate , from the spe­
cific maintenance history of the machine under consideration is 
also a nece ssary requirement f or the syste m. A variety of 
methods for handling uncertaintie s in diagnostic systems are 
avail able. The subjective Bayesian approach [2] , the method of 
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Structure of the Diagnostic System. 
certainty f actors [3] ,  the f uzzy logic possibility theory [4] , and 
the Dempster Shafer (DS) theory of beli ef functions [5] are some 
of the methods employed in diagnostics systems to quantify un­
certainties. Of these methods , the DS theory of belief functions 
i s  parti cularly well sui ted to the turbomachinery fault diagnosi s 
process because the progressive narrowing down of possible 
causes f rom evidentiary support i s  a fundamental task of the 
diagnos ti c  process. For the comprehensive fault diagnostic  sys­
tem , the D S  approach was selected ,  with the computational 
scheme proposed by Gordon and Shortliffe [6] employed to im­
plement the DS scheme in  ROMEX. The key benefits of the DS 
scheme include : 
• The DS scheme allow s for managing uncertainty in  a hierar­
chical deci sion space. 
• The DS method allows inexact reasoning at whatever level 
of abstraction that is appropriate for the evidence that has been 
gathered at a particular stage in the diagnostic  process. 
• The DS model provides the ability to di stingui sh between 
lack of belief and equal belief. 
The DS method a ss erts that the beli ef s  resulting from different 
evidences can be combined together only if the bodies of evidence 
are conceptually independent. This is a key assertion for the use 
of the DS theory and it is necessary to exercise cautionary judg­
ment in utilizing the DS theory when quantifying the beli ef s. 
Data Acquisition 
Besi des visual observati ons or the feeling of unusual noi se o r  
other subjective param eters , quanti tative sensory data are usu­
ally avai lable for the diagnostic  process. For vibra tory perf orm­
ance alone , a variety of probes would produce time histories 
and ,  i n  conjunction with an FFT analyzer system, would p ro­
duce results in  the frequency domain. Traditionally , various 
forms of data repre senta tion have bee n  u ti lized f or the diagnos­
tics proces s ,  e.g. : 
• o rbit plots 
• vibration spectrum 
• time histories 
• Bode plots 
· cascade plots 
• polar plots , etc. 
Each method of data representation i s  appropriate f or one or 
more diagnostic  search procedures. The diagnostic system can 
rely on the user to interpret the various data representati ons to 
submi t  the data required for the search procedure in response 
to a user query procedure. The i nterpretation of the data rep­
resentations , which are performed offli ne ,  involves both one- to­
one quantitative i nterpretati on of sensory information and also 
a subjective assessment of the vari ous  spectra to assi gn the rela­
tive importance to the observed peaks and the rates of change 
in the various responses. 
One alternative to the user inte rpretation of the sensory data 
i s to incorporate a data acqui sition and interpretation system 
which can directly interact with the f ault diagnostic  system and 
which can also interact and control the data acquisi tion proces s. 
A schematic representation i s  shown in  Figure 3 of such an inte­
grated approach for a vibration based diagnostic  system. S everal 
of the subsystems required for thi s i ntegrated approach are "off 
the shelf' , e.g. , the spectrum analyzer and the IEEE-488 inter­
face. The signal processing module , however, offers significant 
opportunities  for innovative approaches to f ault diagnostics. A 
neural net ori ented method for pattern recogni tion , for exam­
ple , can directly integrate the production rules of the f ault diag­
nostic  system,  thus combining the diagnostic system with the 
sensory data analysi s in a single module. This would permi t  the 
implementation of some online capabili ties  to effect selected 
corrective actions resulting from the diagnostic process. 
FAULT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM I 
I 
SIGNAL PROCESSING 
- TREND ANALYSIS 
- PATTERN RECOGNITION 
- DATA INTERPRETATION 
I 
IEEE- 488 INTERFACE 
PARAMETERS FOR DATA ACQUISITION 
I 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
SYSTEM 
I 
TURBOMACHINE k 
VIBRATION SENSORS 
Figure 3. Integration of Vibration Data Processing with Fault 
Diagnostic System. 
The facili ty f or the user of the diagnostic system to define the 
specific layout and the input- output characteri stics of the vari­
ous sensors for the turbo machine of interest is a neces sary ingre ­
dient for creating a machine data file. The available sens ors 
w ould necessarily dictate the course of the user que ry and that 
of the diagnostic search proce ss. 
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Deep and Surface Models 
The current generation diagnostic  system i s  typically a collec­
tion of "pattern action" rules which is intended to mimic the 
problem-solving heuris ti cs of the expert . As di scussed previ­
ously, the hierarchical search structure and the mechani sms of 
evidentiary support f or progressively firming up the degree of 
beli ef s  in  various hypotheses provide a reasonable ini tial pro­
totype for the turbomachinery fault diagnostic  system . Thi s mav 
be characterized as a surface (or shallow) system . On the othe
.
r 
end of the spectrum , a large number of algori thmic  procedures 
are available-primarily in FORTRAN, for rotor/bearing system 
dynamic analyses , stabili ty analyses , bearing analyses , flow 
analyses , and fluid/ structure interactions , among others . These 
involv e  a variety of modelling,  analytical, and experimental 
analysi s techniques. including the finite element techniques , 
modal analysi s ,  and numerical methods f(n· the time and fre­
quency domain  soluti ons . ROMAC , f o r  example , has developed 
a library of over 80 FORTRAN programs for turbomachinery 
analysi s ,  which has been tested and vali dated over the past 15 
years . These procedures ,  based on "first principles , "  may be des­
ignated deep models although there is no general defini tion yet 
on the form and the content of the deep models . Other possible 
types of deep models include : functional model [7] describing 
how a specific turbomachi ne works , detailed causal networks , 
and collection of rules of the f orm : if (symptom) then (cause) with 
(recommended action) which will produce (predi cted response) . 
Thi s  evolution of rules to include the predictive ability in the 
diagnostic  system resulting fi·om one or more recommended ac­
tions i s  one of several potential uses of the deep knowledge mod­
els . Within the f ramework of the comprehensive diagnostic  sys­
tem , the deep knowledge models are envi sioned to complement 
the surface models in  the following manner: 
• Based on the design parameters , i . e . , the structural , the 
mechanical , and the dynamic charaderi stics of the components 
of the turbomachine as installed at a specific si te , the algori thmic 
procedures (including the analytical and the experimental tech­
niques) can be utilized to establi sh a reference fi le of vibration 
and performance parameters . A tuned model of the tur­
bomachine is then avai lable to test the degree of beliefs in vari ­
ous hypotheses ,  in  effect complementi ng the sensory data for 
the diagnostic  process . Further, changes in  the desi gn parame­
ters of the components over a period of time,  if measurable , can 
be incorporated in the site model of the turbomachine .  Thi s con­
cept of model reference adaptive diagnostic system is currently 
being evaluated as a part of the overall comprehensive system . 
• The deep models can be utilized to create addi tional , or 
complementary, rules to the rules identified f rom expert knowl­
edge . This idea of "compiled" deep knowledge has been utilized 
in  a medical diagnostic  system M DX [8] . In essence, the deep 
models are utilized at the knowledge acqui si tion stage to com­
plement and perhaps validate the production rules acquired 
from experts . 
• The deep models , as di scussed , can be utilized as predictive 
tools for selecting and recommending appropri ate corrective ac­
tions resulting from the diagnostic  process .  
Organization and Growth of  Production Rule Base 
As the comprehensive diagnostic  system grows ,  the i ssues of 
di screpancies ,  ambiguities , redundancie s ,  and completeness 
among the rules become cri tical . Also ,  a diagnosti c  system can 
never anticipate all of the potenti al symptom-cause relation­
ships at the development stage . An appropri ate mechani sm f or 
modifying the rules already contained in  the rule base ,  adding 
to the rule base ,  and for changing the quanti tative belief f unc-
tions for various hypotheses must be provided to facilitate the 
growth and "learning f rom usage" of the system . Rule checking 
procedures and programs have  been developed for a medical 
system [9] .  Another approach [ 1 0] covers additional problems 
in  knowledge-base checking by consi dering unreachable and 
deadend clauses and circular rule chains .  A deci sion table based 
approach is utilized in [ 1 1] to develop a general purpose Expert 
System Checker wri tten in Pascal . ROJ\IEX currentlv has about 
80 production rules and the knowledge base is expa�ding . The 
use of an elementary rule checker in ROM EX i s  currently being 
tested . 
Closely associated with the need for a rule checker to permi t  
a cohesive learning growth of the diagnostic  system i s  the need 
for a rule base editor. Such an editor would allow the user of the 
diagnostic system,  perhaps the plant personnel, to (i ) review the 
exi sting rule base ,  and (ii ) add to the rule base with simple , En­
gli sh like inputs . The edi tor, in  turn , would utilize the rule 
checker to ensure a cohesive growth of the rule base .  Such an 
editor is currently being tested [12] within  ROM EX.  
Knowledge Acquisition and Validation 
Thi s i s ,  of course ,  the most critical and probably the most dif ­
ficult of all of the components which consti tute the diagnostic  
system.  The intent of the diagnostic  system i s  to  mimic the 
thought processes of an expert to arrive at conclusions regarding 
the probable causes (fimlts) of the observed and the measured 
symptoms . An obvious method f()l' creati ng the knowledge base 
would be to work through a number of case hi stories of t urboma­
chinery faults with one or more experts , and hope that the ex­
perts are sufficiently proli fic  and the interviewer inqui sitive 
enough to develop a probing description of the conscious and 
the sub-conscious thought processes involved in diagnosing a 
fault . It was realized, howe\er, that the experts utilized for 
ROM EX were much more comfortable cri ticizing the rules  and 
suggesting changes/new rules rather than starting from scratch 
and di scussing how they go about diagnosing problems . The 
method utilized for knowledge acquisition and validation fol­
lowed the following steps :  
Step 1 :  A collection of rules f or the ini tial knowledge base was  
developed fi·om a variety of sources ,  including:  
• Sm>yer' s  Turbomachinery Maintenance Handbook (SOHRE 
Charts); 
• Case studies  of turbomachinery diagnostics and problem so-
lutions f rom 
ROMAC Conf erence Proceedings 
Texas A& M Turbomachi nery Symposium Proceedings 
selected E PRI reports 
interviews with the Universi ty of Virginia ROMAC fac­
ulty who are actively engaged in industrial consulting dealing 
with turbomachinery problems 
· Selected journal articles and books on turbomachi nery 
maintenance 
Step 2: The compiled knowledge base of S tep 1 ,  refl ected in  
production rules with appropriate belief f unctions , was incorpo­
rated in a diagnostic  system . 
Step 3: Selected case hi stories  made avai lable by a ROMAC 
industrial partner were diagnosed using the system . Initial re­
sults w ere encouraging; however, thi s is a continuing proces s  for 
the refinement and the growth of the knowledge base .  The case 
s tudy based approach for the validati on and refinement of the 
knowledge base has been successf ully utilized before . For exam­
ple , [13] reports the use of eight actual aircraf t  acci dent cases  for 
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the confirmation and refinement of a real-time fault diagnosis ex­
p ert system for aircraft applications . 
The knowledge base resulting from the above steps is de­
scribed in [ 14] . The current knowledge base is concentrated on 
the vibration based diagnostic process . This task, in particular, 
is a continuing and iterative task in nature and the evolving com­
p rehensive system framework is expected to be significantly 
shaped by the progress  of the knowledge acquisition and valida­
tion task.  
User/System Interaction 
There are at least three aspects of the user/system interaction: 
• The input and output dialogue for defining a specific 
machine, its associated sensors, its repair and maintenance his­
tory, and other similar data. One possible appropriate method 
is to interface with one or more popular database managers such 
as, for example, DBASE III . The advantage of this method is 
that many plant personnel already utilize such systems for cap­
turing the repair/maintenance history. For the mechanical and 
the structural design parameters, interface '1\ith CAD system 
databases would also be desirable. 
• For the user query to define symptom-cause relationships, 
the user must have the option of asking WHY ? to a specific query 
or to a line of reasoning . Further, the use of still photographs of 
the components, photographs or CAD dravll ings of the electri­
cal, hydraulic, piping, or other schematics should be utilized 
during the user query. The SA·VANT user interface system de­
veloped for the EXACT (Expert Advisor for Combustion Tur­
bines) system is an example of the use of a video based graphics 
system in a diagnostic system [ 15, 16] . 
• The user of the diagnostic system should have the option of 
reviewing the knowledge base by categories such as component 
faults, causes, symptoms, etc . The rule editor, described above, 
plays a vital role in this capability [ 12] . 
RO:MEX PROTOTYPE 
The current ROMEX prototype [ 14] is directed at vibration 
diagnostics and contains about eighty (80) production rule s .  The 
current rulebase contains the hierarchical structure for the fol­
lowing problem categories ( Figure 2): 
unbalance 
• mechanical looseness 
misalignment 
gear Problems 
aerodynamic problems 
coupling problems 
thrust bearing problems 
subharmonic resonances 
harmonic resonances 
some electrical problems 
instability problems 
The overall structure of the current diagnostic process  is 
shown in Figure 4. 
A variety of expert system shells and aids are available com­
mercially for quick prototyping efforts . A key consideration in 
the development of the research prototype has been the need 
for flexibility. A PC-based prolog compiler, available commer­
cially, provided the most suitable vehicle for the prototype de­
velopment . Among the advantages of prolog for the research 
prototype, the following are particularly prominent: 
• Prolog provides a strong capability for pattern matching; 
• Backward chaining inference engine is already built in the 
prolog structure . The diagnostic system relies heavily on the 
Figure 4. General System Architecture. 
backward chaining process .  Also, other types of inference 
schemes can be relatively easily incorporated by utilizing the 
prolog facilities; 
• With prolog, the capabilities of the diagnostic system can 
be relatively more easily expanded and modified when com­
pared to the use of a system development tool . Note that the 
framework for a comprehensive diagnostic system will continue 
to evolve and ROMEX will need to incorporate the necessary 
directions defined for the framework; 
• Prolog also provides a relatively easy transportability of the 
system for testing at various industrial partners of RO MAC . 
A metainterpreter approach [ 17] was utilized in the prolog lan­
guage to implement the following: 
· mechanism for specifYing certainties in rules and data; 
· mechanism for computing certainties of conclusion given 
the certainties of the rules and the premises; 
· mechanism for providing explanations . 
The following is a brief description of the implementation 
issues . 
Knowledge Representation 
The rules and the facts are represented in ROM EX as prolog 
clause s .  Each fact is represented as either an < object value> or 
<object attribute value> pair. For example: bearing (ball, in­
board)-here bearing is the object, inboard is the attribute, and 
ball is the value of the object. The fact bearing ( inboard, ball) 
means that bearing located on the inboard side of the compres­
sor is of the type ballbearing. The knowledge of the fact is rep­
resented as a prolog clause "fclause/4 . "  The first argument iden­
tifi es the fact .  The second argument offclause states whether the 
fact is true or false or unknown (here "unknown" signifies  that 
the user has been queried about the fact and he knows nothing 
whatsoever about the fact) . The third  argument to the fclause/4 
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gives the uncertainty in whether the fact is true or false. The 
fourth argument in fclause/4 gives the list of rules that were used 
to arrive at the fact. If it i s  a null list, it implies that the fact was 
arrived at by querying the user. 
An example of how a fact is represented is: 
fclause(bearing(ball, inboard), true , 1, []) :  
This clause states that the inboard bearing i s  a ball bearing with 
the certainty 1, and this fact was established by querying the 
user. The rules are represented in the following manner: 
check_clause(SupA,A,B,C, D): ­
B = X,Y . .  Z. 
SupA is the super cat egory A belongs to. A is the problem 
name/ c ategory. B is a collection of premises which need to be 
true for A to be true. X, Y and Z representi ndividual premises. 
Each premise could either b e  a: 
· f act 
• negation of a fact 
. · conjunction of a f act and premise 
• disjunction of a fact and premise 
Additionally, each premise could also be a prolog clause. Thus, 
although the rule language is structured, full functionality of pro­
log is available to the user. 
C denotes the certainty associated with the rule. D denotes 
the rule number. Thus, the following rule number 15 in English. 
• If the predominant frequency is one t imes the running fre­
quency and the amplitude is radial 
• Then the initial problem is unbalance with certainty 0.5. 
would be expressed as: 
check_clause( iprob, unbalance, B,0.5 ):-
B = pred_frequency ( 1 ), 
p red X ampli_dir(radial). 
Note that the rule i tself does not specify how the uncertainty is 
to be computed, nor does it say how and when the facts have  to 
be queried from the user. These tasks are accomplished by the 
rule interpreter. 
Rule Interpreter 
The backward chaining interpreter is the primary inference 
mechanism in ROMEX. The prolog predicate  solve is the basic 
mechanism for implementing thi s interpreter. It functions 
roughly as follows: 
• When g iven a goal, solve first checks whether it is a lready 
a fact in the memory. If the goal is found to be a fact in the mem­
ory, then solve checks if the cert ainty associated with the fact is 
greater than 0.1 (minimum certainty threshold), if so, then the 
goal is found to be true with the associated certainty, else solve 
fails. 
• If the goal is not a fact in the memory, solve checks whether 
there are rule s which hav e  the giv en goal as the consequent. If 
so, then it collects the premises of the rule and makes them its 
new goal. Solve succeeds if all premises are proved to be true 
and the combined certainty of the rules and each of the premises 
exceeds the threshold. Otherwise, solve fails. 
• If the first two conditions are not true, then solve checks 
whether the goal can be interpreted from the available facts. If 
so, it tries to interpret the value of the attribute to emulate "com­
mon sense" reasoning. 
• If the first three conditions do not apply, then solve checks 
whether the question can be asked of the user inquiring about 
the truth/falsity of the fact. If so then the question is asked and 
users response is saved in the database. The user' s  response  de­
cides also whether the goal is true or false. If the goal is proved 
to be false, solve fails. 
Control Strategy 
The rule interpreter, as previously describ ed, accomplishes 
the follo�ing functions. When given a goal, it determines 
whether the goal is true, and the belief associated with the goal. 
There are a few other tasks which it also accomplishes. These 
are: 
• Formation of hypothesis. 
• Combining the uncertainty in the facts generated by more 
than one rule. 
• Displaying the results and providing explanations . 
The control strategy consists of: 
0) Make Problem as the top level node. 
1 )  Form a hypothesis set comprising all of the subcategories 
of the current top lev el node. 
2) For each hypothesis in the hypothesis set, do the following 
steps: 
• Use solve to prove the negation of the hypothesis. If solve 
returns the belief in the negation of the hypothesis as 1, then 
remov e  the hypothesis from the hypothesis set and stop, else 
continue. 
• Use solve to prove the hypothesi s. Repeat the process until 
all the rules relevant  to the hypothesis are utilized. Collect the 
beliefs in the hypothesi s generated by different rules and com­
bine thetn to form a composite belief (step 1 of the DS approach). 
3) The DS scheme is utilized (steps 1 and 2) over the current 
hypothesis set, and beliefs. for and against each hypothesis are 
combined. The hypotheses are ranked in order of beliefs as­
sociated with them. The hypothesis with belief less than 0 . 1  are 
removed from the hypothesis set, thus pruning the search 
space. 
4) Investigate each hypothesis in the current hypothesis set 
by making it the top level node and going through steps 0-3 .  
5 )  Finally, all the belief s  i n  the various hypotheses that had 
been investigated are combined, and the results are saved in the 
database. 
6) The results are displayed and, if desired, explanations are 
provided. 
ROMEX System Conceptualization 
The ROM EX rotating machinery diagnostic system is div ided 
into three stages, preprocess ing, processing and postprocessing. 
The p rimary function of the preprocessing stage is to gather data 
from the input sources and map this data into facts. The prepro­
cessor also permits vie�ing and editing of the knowledge base. 
The proces sor performs the actual diagnosis. The results from 
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this diagnosis are then passed to the p os tprocessor. The pos t­
processor presents and p rovides explanations of the results . The 
pos tp rocessor also allows s tatistical analyses to be performed on 
the results . 
Preprocessor 
In the diagnosis of rotating machine defects, the expert uses 
data f rom a number of s ources . The pri mary source of informa­
tion is gained through vibration measurements . The expert also 
looks at the machine's maintenance history, the results of analyt­
ical analyses, and i nformation gathered through machine inspec­
tion .  The avai lable data for a particular machine varies, as does 
the manner in whi ch an expert uses the i nformation .  The one 
generality that can be made about rotating machine diagnostics 
is that the exper t  usually makes a quick, p reliminary diagnosis 
about the machine defect . The expert then confirms or refines 
the diagnosis using avai lable i nformation and test methods . 
In some cases, the machine defect may be obvious from a 
quick inspection of the machine, and vibration analysis is used 
for verification .  In other cases, visual inspections and mainte­
nance histories do not p rovide enough information to make a 
preliminary diagnosis . The expert must  then rely on vibration 
analysis techniques to arrive at a preliminary diagnosis . The ex­
pert can use analytical or physical test methods, such as the 
Bump Test, to verifY and refine the preliminary diagnosis . 
The p reprocessor has been constructed to enable the use of 
data from each of thes e  sources: the machine's maintenance his­
tory, the results of analytical analyses, and vibration data. The 
expert system user can access machine maintenance history in­
formation, and run s oftware simulations in  the expert system en­
vironment . There are two methods for incorporating vibration 
data- automatically through an interface to an online machin­
ery moni toring sys tem, and interactively during consultation of 
the expert system . 
· 
Figure 5. Preprocessor Diagram. 
A schematic layout of the preprocessor is shown i n  Figure 5. 
The p reprocessor is menu driven and has six options i n  the top 
menu . Three of the options: past  results, numeri cal analysis and 
online information, are used for data preparation . These options 
allow the expert sys tem to access the same informati on that the 
expert uses for performing the diagnosis . The pas t  results option 
contai ns the maintenance history of the machine .  The numerical 
analysis option enables the user to perform an analysis on a num­
erical model of the machine . The types of analyses that are im­
portant to rotating machine diagnos tics include cri tical speed, 
forced respons e  and unbalanced response  analys es .  Many rotat­
ing machines have constant operating parameters . In this case, 
the numerical analysis programs only need to be executed once . 
The results from these analyses a re s tored on disk; and can be 
cons ulted by the expert sys tem . 
The knowledg e  gained by incorporating numerical analyses 
into the expert sys tem is kno\\'ll as deep knowledge . Deep 
knowledge is defined as an explicit representation of the under­
lying physical p rincip les; whereas, shallow knowledge is the 
term given to expert sys tems based on heuristics . Shallow 
knowledge sys tems are more common in diagnostic systems, but 
in some cases, they may not p roduce results with high certainty. 
Deep knowledge reasoning can pinpoint sys tem dynamics 
characteristi cs very well, but some tasks that are easily ac­
complished using shallow knowledge representation are dif­
fi cult to implement in  deep knowledge reasoning .  Due to the 
limitations of each reas oning method, a hybri d  sys tem app roach 
is currently being explored .  This approach couples shallow and 
deep knowledge representations and takes advantage of the re­
spective s trengths of both knowledge representations . S hallow 
knowledge bas ed reasoning can be used to p erform a p reli mi ­
nary diagnosis . I n  cases where shallow knowledge based reason­
ing cannot arri ve at a diagnosis, deep knowledge based r eason­
ing is app lied .  
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For rotating machine diagnostics , it was determined that shal­
low knowledge based reasoning can diagnose most problems suf­
ficiently. In the cases where shallow knowledge representation 
falters , the incorporation of deep knowledge methods can add 
information necessary to arrive at a d iagnosis. For example , 
operating a machine near one of its resonance frequencies is a 
serious problem which can cause machine failure. S ince reso­
nant frequencies of every machine are different, the rulebased ex­
pert system cannot determine if a multiple of the running speed 
is near one of the resonant frequencies although a resonance 
problem may be suspected. The resonant frequencies can be de­
termined fairly accurately by performing a critical speed 
analysis on a numerical model of the machine ,  or through direct 
experimental measurements. These resonance frequencies can 
then be added to the expert system as facts , and a set of rules 
can automatically determ ine if resonance is a problem. In this 
case ,  coupling a rulebased system with numerical analysis pro­
grams enables the use of both a heuristic search strategy and the 
deeper knowledge gained through numerical analyses of the 
machinery. The deeper knowledge may also provide insight into 
the development of new rules. 
The third data option , o nline information is a s tep toward the 
development of an online ,  realtime , machine monitoring and 
diagnostic system. The online information option provides an in­
terface to the online monitoring system. The online monitoring 
system uses vibration measurements from the rotating machine 
and automatically performs vibration analysis. The conclusions 
reached by this system are passed as facts Vl-ith a certainty factor 
to the expert system via the online information interface. Inter­
facing the online monitoring system with the expert system en­
vironment will reduce the number of queries that the user must 
answer during consultation of the expert system. 
The two remaining options in the preprocessor help the ex­
p ert maintain the knowledge base. These options are a knowl­
edge base consistency checker and a knowledge base editor. The 
consistency checks option tests the existing knowledge base for 
a number of inconsistencies which include redundant, con­
t radicting, and circular rules. Consistency check s  are a subset 
of the techniques used for validation and verification of the ex­
p ert system. 
The knowledge base editor enables the expert to perform 
modifications to the knowledge base without knowing the de­
tails of the knowledge representation scheme or programming 
language. 
Processor 
The main purpose of the processor is to perform the actual 
diagnosis. The diagnosis is performed in three steps as shown in 
Figure 6. In the first step , the user determines which data 
sources are to be incorporated in the diagnosi s. The facts de­
rived from these sources are then loaded into the system. These 
include the facts derived from analytical models , the mainte­
nance history of the machine and the results of computerized or 
expert interpretation of the vibration measurements. The 
machine' s components and running conditions are also loaded. 
Finally, the knowledge base is examined, and the rules which 
apply to the specific rotating machine are loaded. 
In the second step , the processor performs a preliminary diag­
nosis of the machine fault. This diagnosis determines which of 
the generic problem classes contain the possible problems in the 
machine. The generic problem classes are the result of grouping 
problems that produce similar symptoms. For example , the 
problems: loss of part , rotor bow, and crack are grouped under 
the generic problem class of unbalance , because these problems 
create an unbalance at the rotor. At the running frequency, this 
unbalance produces above normal v ibrations that are in a radial 
direction and located at the rotor. The processor uses a backward 
FROH PRfPROCESSOfl 
' I SO ro POSTPROCESSM 
Figure 6. Processor Diagram. 
chaining inference mechanism with uncertainty handling capa­
bilities to make the diagnosis. After the preliminary diagnosis has 
been made, the significant generic problem classes are displayed. 
The final step in the processor is to refine the results of the pre­
liminary diagnosis , using the same inference mechanism ,  to arrive 
at a final diagnosis. One advantage of performing a preliminary 
diagnosis and determining the significant generic problem classes 
is that the search can be limited to the problems specific to these 
classes. In the final diagnosis , the inference mechanism gathers the 
problem names under the significant generic problem classes and 
tries to prove each problem. The same backward chaining infer­
ence mechanism which made the preliminary diagnosis , makes 
the final diagnosis. After the final diagnosis has been completed ,  
the results are sent to  the postprocessor. 
Postprocessor 
The postprocessor provides facilities for viewing and verifying 
the results of the diagnosis ( Figure 7). The postprocessor au­
tomatically displays a truncated list of the results that have a 
total belief value which is greater than the threshold value ofO.l. 
The expert can also view all of the results. This facility aids in 
validating the expert system, and ,  in particular, the knowledge 
base. Explanation facilities are also an essential tool for verifi ca­
tion and validation of the expert system. The explanation f acility 
enables the expert to review the expert system' s  line of reason­
ing by retracing the expert system' s  s teps through the rule base 
that led to the diagnosis. 
Another important facility in the postprocessor is the results 
adv isor facility. The results advisor facility provides two func­
tions. First ,  based on the results of the diagnosis , the results ad­
visor suggests what actions should be taken. For instance , if the 
machine defect is severe enough, the advisor may suggest that 
the machine be shutdown. Second , this facility also lists what addi­
tional information would increase the certainty of the diagnosis and 
which tests can be performed to dete1mine that information. 
General System Usage 
The RO MEX system interface consists of a number of menus 
and dialogue boxes. There are two types of menus in the p ro-
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Figure 7. Postprocessor Diagram. 
gram, radio list boxes and choice list boxes . Radio list boxes 
allow only one item to be selected from the menu. Choice list 
boxes allow multiple items to be selected . To select an item in a 
radio list box, use the arrow keys up and down, to place the 
arrow > in front of the desired option and press ENTER.  To 
select an item in a choice list box, place the arrow > in front of 
the item and press the SPACE BAR. The space bar acts like a 
toggle, selecting and deselecting the item . After all of the de­
sired items have been selected, press  E NTER.  
Dialogue boxes are a kind of window that contain a number 
of "controls . " The radio list box and choice list box are two types 
of controls . Other types of controls include edit boxes and push 
buttons .  An edit box creates an edit region, and push buttons 
are used to perform an action associated with the push button .  
For example, the word Select in Figure 9 is a push button .  If 
more than one push button is in a dialogue box, a default button 
is selected . The default is the button with a double line around 
it. In Figure 8, the Select push button is the default . To move 
between controls, use Tab or Shift-Tab . A control which contains 
a blinking cursor is called the current control . The current con­
trol is said to be in focus . 
RU�E EDITOR 
IN MENU 
!OP1'IOIIS 
• Add Rules I Select � Delate Rules 
Dbplay Rulaa 
Edit Rulaa 
Print Rulaa I cancel I Rule conaiatancy 
Quit 
Thia ia the top level of the rule ectitor. 
Please select an option from the menu. 
Figure 8. ROMEX System Main Menu. 
Using the Program 
The top level menu for the ROM EX system, shown in Figure 
9, is the first menu displayed on the screen . All of the options 
are available to the user except Option 3, Online Information 
and Option 4, Build Numerical Model. 
Option 1. Enter Machine Information 
This option allows the user to add a new machine to be diag­
nosed . Before the expert system can be consulted for a machine, 
the E nter Machine Information option must be executed .  This 
ROMAC Turbomachinary Diagnostic System 
Weleoma to the ROMAC 'l'Urbomacbinary diagnostic col!lputar .system. 
Please select tha desired it• troa the manu below? 
I 
1 .  Enter Machine Information 
• 2.  Rule Editor J Select J 3. Online Information 
4 .  Build Numerical Modal 
s. Run Expert System 
6. Rule Conaiatency 
7. Quit 
- ·� 
Figure 9. Rule Editor Main Menu. 
option queries the user to enter the name of the machine . Once 
the name is entered, the program asks a number of questions 
about the components of the machine .  After all of the questions 
have been answered, the program returns to the Top Level 
M enu . 
Option 2. Rule Editor 
The Rule Editor Option enables the user to edit the rules in 
the knowledge base .  This option is best described by working 
through an example . In the example, the rule " If the spectrum 
shows multiples ofhalf synchronous vibration, then the problem 
is partial rub with a beliefof0 .5," is added to the rule base .  Note: 
this rule is a correct rule for the rule base that has been removed 
for the purpose of this tutorial . Therefore, the user should work 
through this tutorial before consulting the expert systems .  
Step a. Load System. 
Load the RO MEX system using the steps given in Section 1 .  
Step b. Select Rule Editor. 
Select the Rule Editor Option in the menu by positioning the 
arrow > in front of the option and pressing E NTER ( Figure 1 0) .  
This loads the Rule Editor and displays the Main Menu o f  the 
rule editor on the screen . 
Step c. Select Add Rules Option (Figure 8). 
Select the Add Rules Option in the menu and press E NTER.  
The ROMEX system creates a rule by gathering the compo­
nents of a rule separately, and combining these components in­
ternally to form the rule . The components of a rule are : problem 
name, symptoms, belief, and machine components . These com­
ponents are entered in S teps d, f, and g, respectively. 
Step d. Enter Problem Name Component 
Type :  partial rub and press  E NTER ( Figure 10) .  To view a list 
of the problem names in the system, use the TAB key to move 
the focus of the dialogue box from the E NTER to the LIST push 
RULZ EDITOR I 
Ai.JC OPTION 
Problem Na 
Enter the nama of the problem, or 
select LIST for a list of th• current problem name I partial rub I 
I EII1'ER I � EJ 
Figure 10. Problem Name Dialogue Box. 
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button .  When the LIST push button is in focus, a double line is 
drawn around the word . Pressing the ENTE R  key will cause a 
list of the general problem categories to be displayed .  
Step e .  Enter Symptoms Component 
Type the symptom: the spectrum shows multiples of half syn­
chronous vibration and press  ENTER ( Figure 11) . The system 
will accept the symptom and prompt you for another one .  Since 
there is only one symptom in this example, move the focus of 
the dialogue box to QUIT and press ENTER.  Mter the symp­
toms have been entered, the program calls the natural language 
interface . The results of the natural language processing are dis­
played in the bottom \v indow of the screen ( Figure 12) . The nat­
ural language interface is  designed to handle simple active and 
passive sentences of the form >subject> >verb> >object> . 
Examples of the types of sentences that the interface can analyze 
are shown in Figure 13 . 
RULE EDITOR 
ADD O?T!ON 
Symptom 
Enter a uymptom, or select QUIT to atop entering symptoms 
I the spectrum shows multiples of hal! synchronous vibration I 
I QUI!r I I Ell'rER i 
Figure 11. Symptoms Dialogue Box. 
RULE EDITOR 
ADD O?·ri:ON 
Belie! 
With what belie! do these symptoms produce that problem? 
Enter a number between 0 and 1 ?  
10.5 I I ENTER I 
[ [the,daterminar], (spectrum, noun]) 
[[shows, verb], {multiplas,noun], [o!,prapoaition], [hal!,adjectiva}, (synchronous, 
adjective], (vibration,·noun}] 
[ ] waa not parsed 
apectrura( ahowa, h4l t_aynchronoua_ vibration_mul tiplea) 
Figure 12. BeliefValue Dialogue Box. 
1 )· The predominant frequency of vibration is 3x. 
2) Tbe direction of the vibration is radial. 
3) The amplitude of vibration increases as tlie· flowrate increases. 
4) The phase difference between the horizontal and vertical vibration 
. is 90 degrees. 
5) The radial vibrations at tbe bearings are in-phase. 
Figure 13. Legal Sentence Examples. 
Step f. Enter the Belief Value Component 
Type: 0. 5 and press E NTER.  The belief value is a number be­
tween 0 . 0  and 1 .0 inclusive . For the ROM EX system, the belief 
v alue should be greater than 0 . 1  ( the threshold value) . 
Step g. Select the Machine Components 
Select general from the list of components and press ENTER 
(Figure 14) . Selecting  general enables the rule to be used in 
every consultation of the expert system, regardless  of the com­
ponents in th� machine . The machine component part of a rule 
allows the user to specifY which classes of machines that the rule 
applies . S ince this menu is a choice list box, more than one com­
ponent may be selected from the menu . 
RUX.B EDITOR 
ADD OPTION 
ac:hine component 
Select the components which apply to this rule. 
-/OPTION 
V general 
compressor 
turbine I Select J 
[[the, determiner), [spectrum, noun]] 
[[shows, verb), [multiples, noun], [of,preposition], [half,adjective], (synchronoua, 
adjective], (vibration, noun] J 
( ] waa not parsed 
spectrum( shows, hal f_eynchronous_ vibration_mul tiplaa) 
Figure 14. Machine Component Dialogue Box. 
Step h. Rule Verification 
Move the focus of the dialogue box to the Accept push button 
and press E NTER ( Figure 15 ) .  This box allows you to accept or 
reject the rule that you have entered .  After the rule has been 
accepted, the program adds the rule to the database . 
I .\DO �=-:·rcJ 
Rul 
RULE :C:DITOR 
'l'he rule that you have created is: 
rr the spectrum ahowa �ultipl•• or half aynchronoua vibration 
then the problem 1sl partial rub with a belief of 0. so. 
I Rojo<:t I I Accept � 
Figure 15. Rule Verification Dialogue Box. 
Step i. Adding a Symptom Question 
Select the Yes push button and press E NTER.  If a new symp­
tom is added to the system, the program will also create a ques­
tion for that symptom as shown in Figure 16 . After this step, the 
prolog version of the rule is displayed and the program returns 
to the Main Menu of the Rule Editor ( Figure 17 ) .  
Step j. Exiting the Rule Editor 
Use the arrow keys to select Quit from the menu and press 
E NTER.  The program returns to the Top Level M enu . 
Option 5. Run Expert System 
This option calls the actual expert system .  This option is 
explained using an example for a machine named Kemira1 run­
ning at 6000 rpm . This machine show s  a predominant vibration 
at 0 .5X (3000rpm) andvibrations at multiples of0 .5X ( i . e ., .5X, 
1X, 1 .5X, . .  ) .  
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RULE EDITOR 
ADD OPTION 
Ru1 
Ia the following symptom question acceptable? 
ooea the spectrum show multiples of half aynchronou• vibration? 
� � 
Figure 16. Question Display. 
RULE £ D I 'l'OR 
IN MENU 
fOPTlONS 
• Add Rules I Select � Delete Rules 
Display Rules 
Edit Rules 
Print Rules I Cancel I Rule Consistency 
Quit 
The rule  in pro log i s :  
check_clause( rub, partial_rub, _ 5 &lC, O . S, (general], 1 1 0 )  : - _ 5 8 1 C  • s pect rurn ( show 
a ,  hal t'_aync::hronous_ vibration_mul tip lea ) 
Figure 17. Rule Editor Main Menu with Prolog Rule. 
Step a. Select Run Expert System. 
Select the RUN Expert System option in the menu by posi­
tioning the arrow > in front of the option and pressing E NTER 
(Figure 18). This loads the Expert System. 
ROMAC Turbomac::hinary Diagnostic Systq 
Welcome to the ROMAC 'l'urbomachinery cliagnostic computer system . 
Please select the desired item from the manu below? 
t 
1 .  Enter Machine Information 
2 .  Rule Editor I Select I 3 .  Online Intormation . . Build Rwaerical Model 
• 5 .  Run Expert System 
6. Rule cansiatanc:y 
7. Quit 
- -
Figure 18 . Main Menu with Expert System Selection. 
Step b .  Select Machine Name 
Position the arrow in front of the name "Kemiral" and press 
ENTER (Figure 19). The system loads the information for this 
machine . If a new machine is to be diagnosed, focus th e dialogue 
box on the Machine Name edit box , type in the name of the new 
machine ,  and press ENTER. If the machine is unknown, the 
system will run the Machine Information Option to gain the 
necessary background information .  
Step c. View Machine Information 
Select the Yes push button and press E NTER (Figure 20). The 
system will display information about Kemiral .  To continue 
with the d iagnosis press E NTER (Figure 21). 
ROtiAC Tur.bomaC:hinery D iagnostic system 
Machine Nam 
tMachine File& Select the · name of the machine or 
., KEMIRAl enter the name of  a new q�a.chine • 
MACHINE 
COMPNOJ raehine N� 
Cllll'l'CCMP 
CENTCMP2 
VACCPPUM 
� Select I I Quit I 
Figure 19. Machine Name Dialogue Box. 
ROf-IAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic System 
Do you want to review the machine information? 
Use the Tab Kay to change selections . 
� � 
Figure 20. Review Machine Information Dialogue Box. 
L ROMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic system )'Machine I n forma t i o n•------------------..,,-
Machine Name:  KEMIRAl 
Running Speed ( RPM) t 6000 
ffumber of Stages : 5 
Driver : aynchronoua_atotor 
Coupling: gear 
SHl : oil 
Number of _Impeller Blade s :  6 
Inboard. Baat"ing : plain_journal 
outboard Bearing : plain_journal 
Rotor Heavily Buil tup : no 
I Return J 
Figure 21 .  Machine Information Display. 
Step d. Enter Vibration Information 
1-
Enter the data shown in Figure 22. Use the Tab key to move 
between the controls. Select the ENTER push button and press 
the E NTER key. The vibration data entered is the vibration fre-
POMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic System 
� V i b r a t i o n  I n !orma t ! o n===-=====-=======...,,--f 
Input the vibration frequency, the phase and the amplitude 
in each directio n .  Use the Tab Key to move between the boxes. 
i--
Vibration Praq. (RPM) Phase ( Deq}  1 3000 c=J 
Vibration Amplitudes : 
Horiz.  1 10 I 1 10 Vert . Axial 1 1 
Figure 22. Vibration Information Dialogue Box. 
! ENTER � 
I HELP I 
1-
i 
! 
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quency, phase, and vibration amplitudes in the horizontal, verti­
cal and axial directions. 
Step e. More Vibration Data 
Select NO and Press E NTER (Figure 23). For this example, 
only one frequency is entered into the system. Note: \Vhen per­
forming a diagnosis, you may want to run the diagnosis a couple 
of times varying the amount of vibration data to look for sensitiv­
ity in the results. 
f.C.·!.AC I u.::bo:nachinery D i agnostic S y s tem 
Do you want to input any more prad011inant frequencies ? 
Usa the TaD Key to change aelactiona . 
� � 
Figure 23. Additional Vibration Frequencies Dialogue Box. 
Step f. System Queries . 
Answer No to the question " Is the predominant frequency 
random?" Press Enter ( Figure 24). After this question is 
answered, the system asks a number of questions. Answer NO 
to  each of  these questions until a preliminary diagnosis is made. 
The other responses that can be made allow the user to answer 
" Unknown" or " Uncertain". Unknown means that the user does 
not know what the answer is. If unknown is entered, the pro­
gram treats the rule like it does not exist. Uncertain is used when 
the user has an idea of what the answer is, but is not completely 
certain. If uncertain is entered, the program asks the user if he/ 
she thinks that the rule is true or false and the certainty of the 
answer. The user can also select WHY to view the rule that the 
system is currently trying to prove. 
L RCi iAC ·r urbomachinory Diagnostic System Reaponsa menu 
Ia the predominant frequency random? 
r� Yes I SELECT I Unknown Uncertain Why 
if predominant frequency is random or high then the problam is 
Aerodynamic with a belief of o . s  
Figure 24. Response Menu Dialogue Box. 
Step g. Preliminary Diagnosis 
J 
After all of the questions have been answered, the results of 
the preliminary diagnosis are displayed on the screen (Figure 
25 ). 
Next, the program again asks a series of questions. The re­
sponse to all but one of these questions is NO. The response to 
the question " Does the frequency spectrum show multiples of 
half synchronous vibration?" is Yes ( Figure 26) . Note: this is the 
R'.:MAC '!'urbomachinery Diagr:.cstic 3j'st.em 
Resu l t s  O i s p l a  
Resul t s : 
Based on the diagnosis, the following conclusions haye been reached : 
Problem Clas s .  
iprob 
iprob 
iprob 
Problem 
rub 
subharmonic_reaonance 
aerodynamic 
Hit a key to continue 
Belief Value 
probable 0 . 4 7 
slightly probable 0 . 1 7 
s lightly probable 0 . 1 1 
Figure 25. Preliminary Results Display. 
same symptom that was added to the system using the Rule 
Editor Option. 
-� -- -�-- ·· · -L ROMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic syattdli Response men u===================""'J•-f 
Does tha spectrum show m u l t i p l es of halt  synchronous vibration? 
rfOP��ON 
"' Yes 
Unknown 
Uncertain 
Why 
Figure 26. Response Menu Dialogue Box Showing New Rule. 
Step h. Final Diagnosis 
Once all of the questions have been answered, the systeu1 ar­
rives at a final diagnosis (Figure 27). Typing any key causes the 
program to display the Post Processor dialogue box (Figure 28) . 
ROMAC Turbomach i nary Diagnostia System 
Resu l t s  Display 
Resu l t s :  
Baaed o n  t h e  diagnosis, tha fol lowing conclusions have been reached : 
Problem Clas s .  
iprob 
rub 
Problem 
rub 
partial_rub 
Hit a key to continue 
Figure 27. Final Diagnosis Display. 
Step i. Explanations of the Results 
Belief 
almost certain 
almoat certain 
Value 
0 . 97 
0 . 9 5 
Select the Explanations push button and press E NTER.  
Step j. Explanation of a Partial Rub. 
Move the arrow in front of the problem name partial rub and 
press E NTER ( Figure 29). This causes the system to display one 
of the partial rub rules which was " fired" during the diagnosis to 
be displayed ( Figure 30). Selecting Yes again displays the rules 
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ROMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic System 
Post Processct==================="'ii 
Selec t :  
Explanations for results explanations, or 
Display All to view all  of the result s .  
j Display All j II Explanations � 
Figure 28. Postprocessor Main A.fenu . 
',,,, �··· aOMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic System ' r===================�I 
!Problem List---------.., 
rub 
� partial_rub 
subharmonic_resonance 
aerodynamic 
Select 
Quit 
Figure 29. Explanation Facility ZHain Menu. 
that was just added to the system (Figure :31) . Selecting No re · 
turns the program to the Post processor dialogue box . . 
,.._.,.-=--= 
I ROMl\C Turbomachinery Dhgnoatic System I 
Do you want to see any more explanations?  
uae the Tab Key to change selection• .  
C!:!J � 
it' the predominant frequency is a submultiple of the running frequency then th 
a problem is  pa:t:tial rub with a belief of o .  5 5  
Figure 30. Explanation Facility Example. 
!I ROMAC Turbomachinery Diagnostic SyStem I 
I 
Do you want to see any more explanations? 
Use the Tab Key to change selections .  
� � 
I:f the spectrum shows multiples of half synchronous vibration then the problem 
ia partial rub with a belief of 0. 5 0 .  
Figure 31. Fu rther Explanations Dialogue Box. 
Step k. Exit the Expert System. 
Select the QUIT push button . The program returns to the top 
level menu of the ROM EX system . 
Option 6. Consistency Checker Option 
The consistency checker looks for inconsistencies in the 
knowledge base .  The current version checks for detached and 
redundant rules .  Detached rules cannot be fired by the expert 
system . Redundant rules have the same problem name and 
symptoms .  The function of this option is simple . When the op­
tion is called ,  the knowledge base is loaded , and the program 
checks for detached rules .  The rule numbers of any detached 
rules are displayed on the screen . The system then checks for 
any redundant rules and displays their rule number on the screen . 
Option 7. Quit 
The Quit option terminates execution of the RO�IEX pro­
gram and returns the computer to the Arity/prolog prompt ?- . 
Exiting Aritylprolog 
Type halt. at the ? - . This terminates Arity/prolog and returns 
to DOS .  
CONCLUSIONS 
The development of  a fault diagnostic system for turboma­
chinery requires a resolution of a number of issues in expert sys­
tems , analytical! experimental methods , data acquisition sys­
tems , and user interaction . A two-pronged approach has been 
established for this development: (i) a research oriented facet of 
the development explores the various issues and concepts to es­
tablish an evolving ,  comprehensive framework for the diagnos­
tic system,  and (ii) a more pragmatic facet which implements the 
concepts in a working prototype , called ROMEX,  such that a 
testbed fin· the comprehensive framework research is continually 
available f()r "hands on" tests and validation .  Industrial participa­
tion in evolving the framework and also in testing the prototype 
are necessarily key ingredients for the successful development of 
this system . 
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